CAPABILITIES

• VisualEditor is now in “beta” phase
• You can use it to create, edit and insert most content
  • text, links, lists, images, references, templates, categories, ...
• Some items are not yet fully editable (but are coming)
  • galleries, tables, formulae, most page settings, language variants, CSS, ...
• Focus now is fixing bugs and improving usability, stability & performance
DEPLOYMENT STATUS

• Deployed by default for logged-in users on the English Wikipedia

• Currently just as an opt-in alpha for all users on other Wikipedias

• We plan to expand in the next month to the remaining Wikipedias:
  • All English Wikipedia’s users, logged-out and logged-in alike
  • Top 10 [*] Wikipedias
  • All [*] Wikipedias
ADOPTION

- Long-term ambition is VisualEditor replacing need for wikitext editing
  - Used for ~100% of content edits for all users
  - Quicker, easier, more obvious, more efficient so editors want to switch
- Right now we are focussed on bugs and usability, not adoption
  - Currently low, as expected - ~11% of NS0 edits, ~21% for “new” users
  - Likely skew from blacklisting, unfamiliarity, missing edit tools
DEMO TIME
QUESTIONS?